CSP, CPAE and Co-Founder, High Definition People®

A Motivational Speaker
Who Inspires Breakthrough
Performance at Work
and in Life®
I’m a business-motivational speaker, consultant,
author and coach. However, I’m not your typical
“rah-rah” motivational speaker.
Yes, I create excitement and the audience has fun, but in
addition to inspiring and energizing, I deliver a longremembered, differentiated meeting experience by
providing ideas and practical, immediately applicable tools
that get lasting results.

With every presentation, my goals are to deliver
exceptional value, generate a positive ROI for my clients
and help people live and work at the highest level
possible—in High Definition.
“Your material was timely, your understanding of our business was
outstanding and very skillfully applied, you had wonderful energy and I
filled a notepad with ideas. I hope the standing ovation showed you how
much we loved it!” – Old Republic Home Protection
Our members appreciated both the inspiration and information they can
use to engage their staff, lead like an Olympic Coach and dream big! In
fact, they "demanded" we have you back as our closing motivational
keynote speaker next year. – American Academy of Medical
Administrators
 Tel. 858-674-5500, ext 101
 www.HighDefPeople.com

Book a Motivational Speaker Who Delivers
An Experience That is Long-Remembered
Barbara Sanfilippo’s Most Popular All-Industry Topics
Experience Life
and Work in High
Definition™

Lead In High
Definition™

Sell In High
Definition™

Inspire your people
to take action

Turn your leaders
into “Olympic
Coaches”

Advance to the
next level of
professional
selling

Serve In High
Definition™

Faith, Values and
CharacterBuilding

Value Added
Services

Contribute, add
value,
change lives

Live and work with
purpose and
significance

Reinforce learning
and secure your
ROI (for all
industries)

See How Barbara Sanfilippo is Different from Other Speakers

Six Ways Barbara
Transcends Other
Speakers

Speaker Selection
Challenges Barbara
Solves

What It Means
to Be A High
Definition Person™

 Key speaker hiring
considerations
 Barbara’s unique
deliverables
 Rave reviews that provide
the proof

 Need to shake up the status
quo?
 Have a “seen it all before”
audience?
 Want to change attitudes
and beliefs?

 Want to spur personal and
professional growth?
 Want your audience to be
transformed?
 How to Be Vivid,
Be Vibrant, Be Valued®

For complete information on each of the topics and differentiators listed go to www.HighDefPeople.com

